The Census Bureau’s **Center for Enterprise Dissemination (CED)** seeks to hire Research Fellows in demography, economics, sociology, and other quantitative social science fields to support the Federal Statistical Research Data Centers (FSRDCs). The FSRDCs provide qualified researchers, with approved projects, the opportunity to perform statistical analyses using restricted-use microdata from the U.S. Census Bureau and other Federal Agencies. These are temporary appointments for an initial term of two years but may be extended for an additional two years (upon supervisory approval) not to exceed four years.

The FSRDC program is currently looking to hire a Research Fellows to work full-time at the **Chicago Federal Statistical Research Data Center**.

Duties of this position include:

- working with researchers from various disciplines on proposal development and project management,
- ensuring that proposals and projects are properly documented in management and tracking systems,
- implementing Census Bureau's policies and procedures concerning data stewardship,
- participating in network-wide activities that advance the growth and development of the overall FSRDC program,
- maintaining an active research agenda, and
- overseeing the day-to-day operations of the Chicago FSRDC lab.

Qualified candidates should have a Masters or Ph.D. degree in an empirical (data-driven) social science discipline such as economics, sociology, demography, or other quantitative social sciences. Strong writing, communication, and organization skills are a must. Candidates must also demonstrate the ability to coordinate and manage multiple projects, tasks, and deadlines.

**How to Apply**

Interested applicants should submit their resume/CV and unofficial transcripts (undergraduate and graduate) to hrd.schedule.a.expert.intern.fellows.hiring@census.gov by close of the announcement **July 26, 2022**. Please include “**Research Fellow – Chicago**” in the subject line of your email.

**NOTE: Applications not received by the submission deadline will not be considered.**

More information about the FSRDC program is available [here](#).

**Should you have any questions on the program application process, please email them to the Program Coordinator at:** [HRD.Schedule.A.Expert.Intern.Fellows.Hiring@census.gov](mailto:HRD.Schedule.A.Expert.Intern.Fellows.Hiring@census.gov).